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1 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this software is to assist the user in calculating the CFRP dimensions required to provide (a) flexural 

strengthening, (b) shear strengthening and (c) column confinement.  These three topics are discussed in the next 

sections, which present the theoretical basis of the calculations. 

The calculation procedures employed in this program are based on the Technical Report No55 from the Concrete 

Society, third edition (2012): "Design guidance for strengthening concrete structures using fibre composite 

materials”.  

Additional and auxiliary calculation methods are taken from the following codes: 

 Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures. 

 EMPA report 116/7. 

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1.1 Partial factors for FRP composites (TR55, 5.6.3, 5.6.4 and 5.65) 

The TR55 takes into account a combination of safety factors according to the following parameters, which apply 

over the characteristic values to determine the design values. The determination of the safety factors is based on 

the following issues: 

 Type of FRP material.: Table 1 & 3 

 Type of FRP system (method of application/manufacture:  Table 2 

 

 

Existing approach in other FRP guidelines: The 

design values to adopt in the calculations concern 

the ultimate strength and deformation of the FRP. 

However, the characteristic or mean value is taken 

as design E-modulus. 

TR55 approach: unlike other existing FRP 

guidelines, the safety factors do not only limit the 

ultimate strength and ultimate deformation for the 

design, but leads to a reduced design E-modulus 

also.  

 

The safety factors can be taken from the following tables: 

 

TABLE 1 

Factor of safety for Young´s modulus at the ultimate limit state (all design situations),        

Carbon FRP 

Aramid FRP 

AR-Glass FRP 

E-Glass FRP 

Basalt FRP 

1.1 

1.1 

1.6 

1.8 

1.8 
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TABLE 2 

 
Additional partial safety factor according to the manufacture/application method,        

Plates 

Pultruded 

Prepreg 

Preformed 

Sheets or tapes 

Machine-controlled application 

Vacuum infusion 

Wet lay-up 

Prefabricated (factory-made) shells 

Filament winding 

Resin transfer molding 

Hand lay-up 

Hand-held spray application 

 

1.05 

1.05 

1.1 

 

1.05 

1.1 

1.2 

 

1.05 

1.1 

1.2 

1.5 

 

TABLE 3 

Additional partial safety factor for strain at the ultimate limit state,        

Carbon FRP 

Aramid FRP 

AR-Glass FRP 

E-Glass FRP 

Basalt FRP 

1.25 

1.35 

1.85 

1.95 

1.95 

 

By applying the appropriate safety factors, the design values for the FRP are determined as: 

          Equations from TR55 

    
   

       
 

   

             
         (2.1.a) 

 

where     is the design E-modulus of the FRP and      is its characteristic value,  

 

    
   

       
           (2.1.b) 

 

where     is the design ultimate deformation of the FRP and      is its characteristic value, therefore the design 

strength     is calculated as: 

 

                      (2.1.c) 

 

2.1.2 Strengthening Limits (TR55, 6.2.2) 

Prior to the strengthening, the designer needs to assess the probable effect of an accidental loss of strengthening 

resulting from an accident, impact, etc. Hence, the failure of the strengthening will not lead to failure of the 

structure. 

Due to this, the member should be only considered for the strengthening if the ultimate resistance of the 

unstrengthened (existing) member under an accidental situation, as defined in Eurocode 2, Part 1-1, section 2.4.2.4 

is at least as great as the frequent combination of actions as indicated in Eurocode 0 , sections A.1.4.1 and A.1.4.2. 
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This verification effectively limits the new, additional loads that can be assumed by the strengthened member, 

independently of the performance of the FRP system. 

 

                 (2.1.d) 

 

2.1.3 Design of FRP in case of fire (TR55, 5.7.1) 

Fire is an accidental situation that involves exceptional design conditions of the structure and the acting loads.  

In case of fire, unprotected CFRP is expected to be lost due to the high temperatures. Hence, the unstrengthened 

member is subjected to reduced design load combination, such as the quasi-permanent combination of service 

loads as indicated in Eurocode 1 , Part 1-2: General actions – Actions on structures exposed to fire, section 4.3.1. 

The software includes a preliminary determination of the resistance of the un-strengthened member in case of 

fire. The ultimate strength of the member is determined according to the real strength of the concrete and steel, 
assuming a partial factor for those materials         (Eurocode 2 , Part 1-2: General rules – Structural fire design, 

section 2.3), and must exceed the load combination under a fire scenario (Eurocode 1 , Part 1-2: General actions – 

Actions on structures exposed to fire, section 4.3.1.). 

 

                      (2.1.e) 

 

Under this condition, the CFRP is no longer required in case of fire; hence no fire protection will be required. 

However, a certain protection for the RC member may be required to achieve a necessary fire rating. The software 

also includes an optional detailed calculation which allows  determination of  the fire resistance of the member 

without the contribution of the FRP, according to the temperature profiles for slabs, beams and columns and the 

Isotherm 500 method (Eurocode 2 , Part 1-2: General rules – Structural fire design, Annex A and Annex B). 

 

 

 

In case of fire, the member´s section will be 

progressively heated. Due to this, different 

temperature gradients will be produced in the section, 

leading to a reduced mechanical performance of the 

concrete and the steel reinforcement bars. 

 

The Isotherm 500 method is a simplified, non-

tabulated method that does not take into account the 

mechanical contribution of the concrete section which 

exhibits a temperature beyond 500ºC.  

 

 

This new, smaller effective section develops a reduced 

strength, which must exceed the load combination in 

case of fire. The fire rating of the member corresponds 

to  period of time in which this condition is satisfied. 

 

The Sika CarboDur® software evaluates the strength of 

the un-strengthened member in case of fire, 

calculating the anticipated temperature profiles in the 

concrete section and the real fire resistance according 

to the fire loads, as shown in TR55, section 5.7.1. 
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2.2 FLEXURAL STRENGTHENING 

Reinforced concrete elements, such as beams, slabs and columns, may be strengthened in flexure, through the use 

of FRP composites epoxy-bonded to their tension zones, with the direction of fibers parallel to that of high tensile 

stresses (member axis). The calculations described below address both the Ultimate Limit State (ULS) and the 

Serviceability Limit State (SLS). 

For members strengthened in flexure, the following aspects must be considered: 

 Determinations of the existing deformation of the section under flexure at the moment of strengthening, 
taking into account the effects of the creep in the E-Modulus of the concrete. The software establishes 

the E-modulus for this verification as  
   

     
, where      is the effective creep coefficient. 

 

 

 

Determination of the initial strain at the extreme fiber (left), and its influence on the loaded, strengthened member (right)  

 

 Strain compatibility and forces equilibrium in the strengthened section must be satisfied, considering the 

existing deformation of the extreme concrete fibre at the moment of strengthening,    

 

 

Stress and strain profiles for the ultimate 

limit state, strengthened member. Note that 

strains are limited (in red) by the maximum 

compressive strain of the concrete (3,5% for  

concrete class ≤50MPa), and the limiting 

strain of the CFRP, Ɛfmax, which can be taken 

as 0.8% (TR55, 6.3.3C) 

 

 

 The ultimate resistance of the strengthened section can be limited by the concrete crushing under 

compression (corresponding to 0.35% deformation) or the debonding of the CFRP laminate (shear-crack-

induced separation, excessive longitudinal shear stress along the FRP or an insufficient end-anchorage for 

the laminate). In the case of NSM applications, additional failure mechanisms (e.g. adhesive splitting 

failure, concrete splitting failure and concrete cover separation) must be evaluated. 

 Ductility of the strengthened member 

 Compliance with the stress limitations for the different materials (concrete, steel and FRP) under relevant 

serviceability limit states. 
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Reinforced concrete elements, such as beams, slabs and columns, may be strengthened in flexure through the use 

of FRP composites bonded with structural epoxy adhesives in their tension zones, with the direction of fibers 

parallel to that of the high tensile stresses (member axis).  

For the design, the parabola-rectangular 

method is used by the software to determine 

the compressive strain and stress ratio of the 

concrete across the section´s height. The 

design strength of the concrete is determined 

as: 

 

    
      

  
   (2.2.a) 

 

Where γc is the partial factor for the concrete, 

and αcc is the coefficient taking account of long 

term effects on the compressive strength 

according to Eurocode 2. 

 

The design values for the reinforcing steel are 

derived from the characteristic values, fyk. In 

the case of ULS verifications, the software uses 

a simplified bilinear diagram, with a horizontal 

branch extending from the point where fyd is achieved. 

 

                    (2.2b) 

 

For the design the value of the modulus of elasticity, Es , is assumed to be 200 GPa as default. 

 

The calculation of the FRP strengthening for flexural strengthening follows the principles exposed in Eurocode 2 

and TR55(2012), Section 6 with the following modification: 

 

 In case of post-tensioned Sika® Carbodur® S plates, the maximum effective strain for the CFRP laminate 

will be limited to 1.26% (value experimentally validated for the Sika® CarboStress system) 

                       

 
Parabola-rectangle stress block for concrete under compression (left) and section of a beam under flexure (right) 

 
Simplified design stress-strain diagram for reinforcing steel 
(tension and compression) 
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2.2.1 Strengthening limits 

Refer to section 2.1.2. 

 

2.2.2 Serviceability (TR55, 6.9) 

Stress rupture: 

Under the characteristic combination of actions, if the FRP carries a sustained stress, the maximum stress level at 

the laminate must not exceed the following: 

Maximum stress in FRP under service loads, with respect to the design strength. 

Carbon FRP 

Aramid FRP 

Glass FRP 

Basalt FRP 

65% x ffd 

40% x ffd 

45% x ffd 

35% x ffd 

 

Strengthening under dynamic loads: 

If the hardening of the adhesive is expected to occur under dynamic loads, the performance of the adhesive may 

be affected (TR55, 6.9.4). Under these circumstances, if the reduced adhesive strength is less than the design axial 

tensile strength of the concrete, then the live load during adhesive curing must be restricted. 

  

Live load strains at FRP-concrete interface during 

curing (10
-6) 

Reduction in tensile bond strength of adhesive 

20 

50 

100 

150 

200 

10% 

12% 

16% 

22% 

32% 

 

 

Reinforced concrete members (Eurocode 2, Part 1-1, section 7.2): 

The effective tensile stress in the steel in the FRP-strengthened member under the characteristic combination of 

loads is being limited to: 

          in case of reinforcing steel 

          in case of prestressed steel 

 

The compressive stress in concrete (FRP strengthened member) under the quasi-permanent combination of loads 

should be limited to 0.45 fck when the structural element is exposed to chlorides or freeze/thaw attack. 

 

Post-tensioned CFRP laminates: 

The effective strain for the CFRP laminate under service loads will be limited to 0.92% (value experimentally 

validated for the Sika® CarboStress system). 

 

2.3 SHEAR STRENGTHENING 

Shear strengthening of RC members using FRP may be provided through bonding the external reinforcement with 

the principal fibre direction as parallel as practically possible to that of maximum principal tensile stresses, so that 

the effectiveness of the FRP is maximized.  For the most common case of structural members subjected to lateral 

loads, the maximum principal stress trajectories in the shear-critical zones form an angle with the member axis 
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that may be taken roughly equal to 45
o
, which is possible in those situations where the FRP is applied to   both 

sides of the beam. 

However, for complete wrapping or U-wrapping schemes, it is normally more practical to attach the external FRP 

reinforcement with the principal fibre direction perpendicular to the member axis. 

   

 

 

Closed jackets or properly anchored strips are always preferable compared to open jackets, as in the latter case 

FRP premature debonding is usually expected; hence the effectiveness of the FRP is reduced. 2-sided configuration 

provides the least effective performance due to the risk of debonding and the smaller effective depth. 

For discrete strip configuration, the maximum centre-to-centre spacing between consecutive strips is limited to 

the least of: 

 0.8df  

 df –(ns/3)lt,max cos 𝝱 

 bf+df/4 

Where: 

 df is the effective depth of FRP shear reinforcement 

 ns is the factor for anchorage of shear strengthening (TR55, section 7.2.). Its value equals: 
- 0 for a fully wrapped beam, 
- 1.0 when FRP is bonded continuously to the sides and bottom of a beam (U-wrapped) and 
- 2.0 when it is bonded to only the sides of a beam 

 lt,max is the maximum anchorage length for the FRP scheme (TR55, Section 6.3). 

 bf is the width of FRP laminate, and 

 𝝱  is the angle between the principal fibres of the FRP and a line perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of 

the member 

Note these limitations disallow the use of discrete strips in the case of beams with a limited available height 

and/or wide FRP fabrics. 

For members subjected to predominantly uniformly distributed loading, the design shear force for the 

determination of the necessary FRP section need not to be checked at a distance less than d from the face of the 

support. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The external FRP reinforcement may be treated in analogy to the internal steel (accepting that the FRP carries only 

normal stresses in the principal FRP material direction), assuming that at the ultimate limit state in shear the FRP 

develops an effective strain in the principal material direction Ɛfse which must not exceed: 

   Design value of the applied shear force 
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 Ɛfd/2, where Ɛfd corresponds to the design ultimate strain of the FRP. 

    √
   

     
 , where     is the design E-modulus of the FRP and    is the total thickness of the FRP system. 

 0.4% 

The shear resistance of the strengthened member is found by superposing the FRP and steel contribution under 
shear forces, and limiting the stresses in the steel, concrete and FRP to ensure that they do not exceed their design 
values. 

 

Un-strengthened member FRP-strengthened member 

 
 

 

 

Additionally, it must also be verified that the shear force can be sustained by the member, limited by the inclined 

compression failure of the concrete (Clause 6.2.3 of Eurocode 2, Part 1-1).  

 

The final strength of the member under shear The FRP contribution under shear forces is determined as: 
   

  
(   

  

 
            )                            (2.3.a) 

where: 

 

 Afw is the area of FRP (mm
2
) for shear strengthening measured perpendicular to the direction of the fibres. 

When FRP laminates are applied symmetrically on both sides of a beam, Afs is the sum of the areas of both 
laminates. 

 Sf corresponds to longitudinal spacing of the FRP laminates used for shear strengthening (mm). For 
continuous FRP sheet, sf is taken as 1.0. 
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 df is effective depth of the FRP strengthening, measured from the top of the FRP shear strengthening to 
the steel tension reinforcement (mm). 
 

Additionally, the Sika CarboDur® software can also calculate other strengthening options, not based on externally 
bonded FRP laminates: 

 

 

Near-surface-mounted FRP reinforcement for shear strengthening. 
 
The NSM bars are mounted in slots cut into the sides of the beam to be 
strengthened 
 
For shear strengthening using NSM bars mounted to the sides of a beam, a 
similar approach of combining the contribution from the steel (assuming a 
variable angle truss) and that from the NSM bars (assuming a 45° truss) can 
be performed. Additional information can be found in TR55, Section 7.5. 

 

 

Sika CarboShear® L 
 
The CarboShear® L profiles are carbon fibre shear links for high 
performance shear strengthening. The L-shaped profiles are bonded onto 
the beam and anchored into the top slab/flange. 
 
Additional information can be found at the following tests report from the 
Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research (EMPA): 
 

 EMPA Test Report 169´219 
 EMPA Test Report 116/7 

 

   

 

2.3.1 Strengthening limits 

Refer to section 2.1.2. 

     

2.4 COLUMN CONFINEMENT 

The main objectives of confinement are:  

a. to enhance concrete strength and deformation capacities,  

b. to provide lateral support to the longitudinal reinforcement and  

c. to prevent the concrete cover from spalling.  

 

For circular columns, these goals can be achieved by applying external FRP jackets. For rectangular columns, 

confinement can be provided with rectangular-shaped reinforcement, with corners rounded before application.  

Note that rectangular confining reinforcement is less effective as the confinement action is mostly located at the 

corners and a significant jacket thickness needs to be used between corners to restrain lateral dilation. 
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Circular columns Square/rectangular columns Long-shaped rectangular columns 

The concrete section effectively 

confined by the externally bonded 

FRP jacket equals the net section of 

the structural member.  

Confinement is concentrated at the 
corners rather than around the 
entire perimeter and thus the level 
of confinement varies throughout 
the cross-section, with much of the 
section having low levels of 
confinement 

The efficiency decreases further 

with columns that exhibit long-

shaped cross-sections. The benefit 

provided by the confinement in case 

of 2:1 aspect ratios or greater is 

almost negligible.  

 

 

The stress-strain response of CFRP-confined concrete is illustrated schematically as follows: 

 

 

 Heavily confined concrete. Its strength at 0.2% deformation 

is enhanced. However, the concrete is still capable to 

assume additional loads. The ultimate load is higher than the 

peak load. This scheme corresponds to the confinement 

model adopted by the TR55. 

 Confined concrete. The peak stress remains at ~0.2% 

deformation. The ductility is significantly enhanced. 

 Original concrete. The peak stress corresponds to a 

deformation of 0.2%, and the ultimate strain is located at 

~0.35%. 

 

 

The figure displays a nearly bilinear response with a sharp softening and a transition zone at a stress level that is 

near the strength of unconfined concrete, fc0. After this stress the tangent stiffness changes, until the concrete 

reaches its ultimate strength fccd when the jacket reaches tensile strain at failure εh,rup. 

The limiting rupture strain is calculated as: 

         for circular columns 

    (     (
   

 
)      ), where h is the length of long side and Rc is the radius of corner. 

   

 

The determination of the design strength of the confined column is carried out according to TR55, sections 8.3 and 

8.5. 

Please note  the software allows the calculation of columns subjected to axial loads and bending moment exerted 

in two different directions, following the methodology for as indicated in TR55 (Section 8.4) for columns exposed 

to bending moments in 1 single direction. Due to this, full 2D and 3D interaction diagrams (Diagrams 1 & 2) are 

calculated by the software instead of the simplified 2D diagrams as indicated in TR55, Figure 34. 
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                 DIAGRAM 1                                                                              DIAGRAM 2 

 

 

2.4.1 Strengthening limits 

Refer to section 2.1.2. 

2.4.2 Serviceability (TR55, section 8.8) 

The limitations as indicated in Eurocode 2, Part 1-1, section 7.2 must be fulfilled as follows: 

The effective tensile stress in the steel in the FRP-strengthened member under the characteristic combination of 
loads is limited to        . 

The compressive stress in concrete (FRP strengthened member) under the quasi-permanent combination of loads 

should be limited to 0.45 fck when the structural element is exposed to chlorides or freeze/thaw attack. 

3 USE OF SIKA® CARBODUR® & SIKAWRAP® SOFTWARE 

3.1 INSTALLATION AND ACTIVATION 

Unzip the compressed folder and run the installation file “Install Sika Carbodur.exe”. Once done, the software is 

fully available for evaluation purposes for 15 days. 

The user can access the software freely within the evaluation period by selecting the “Access” option located in the 

bottom-left corner: 
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In order to proceed to the definitive activation of the free license, select the “Request on-line activation” option 

and fill the activation form. Your software will be activated remotely by your local Sika company within 48h-72hrs 

(the entering of the access code is not necessary unless indicated by your local Sika company). 

 

After this, the software will not display the activation box any longer. 

In the case your software´s license is not activated within the following 72 hours, contact your local Sika company 

in your country and provide a copy of your computer´s identification number.  

3.2 INTRODUCTION 

The software package Sika® CarboDur ® is a user friendly, simple design tool for the selection of required CFRP 

dimensions to provide flexural strengthening, shear strengthening or confinement for reinforced concrete sections 

and beams (reinforced or prestressed).  

When the software is launched, the user is requested to select a language, and the last calculation is automatically 

loaded as default. When a new calculation is requested, the user must select the FRP & Structural Concrete codes 

to be used for the design.  

 

 

Note that once a country is selected, the software database is adapted to the available Sika® strengthening 

product range for that specific country. 
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This User Guide corresponds to the TR55 + Eurocode version. For other structural codes or FRP guidelines, contact 

your local Sika company. 

 

3.3 PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

In the main screen, the user is requested to select one specific kind of calculation, and to enter the general 

information concerning the project: 

 

 

The selection of the type of strengthening is done by selecting one of the main drawings shown in the main screen: 

 

 

Column strengthening by means of CFRP confinement. 

Calculation will comprise of the mechanical enhancement of a RC member under axial loads. 

The dimensioning of the SikaWrap® confinement will take into account either pure axial load or 

a combination of axial load + bending (X axis, Y axis or both). 

 

Flexural strengthening of the critical section in a beam. 

Calculation includes the dimensioning of the necessary FRP, based on the anticipated bending 

moments acting on the critical section of a RC / Prestressed beam. 

 

 

Shear strengthening of the critical section in a beam/rectangular column. 

Calculation includes the dimensioning of the necessary FRP, based on the anticipated shear 

forces acting on the critical section of a RC beam / rectangular column. 

 

 

Flexural strengthening of beam 

Software determines the distribution of the anticipated bending moments for the 

RC/Prestressed member, and calculates the necessary FRP sections and its arrangement along 

the beam. 

 

Shear strengthening of beam 

Software determines the distribution of the anticipated shear forces for the RC/Prestressed 

member, and calculates the necessary FRP sections and its arrangement along the beam.  
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All the above beam/slab strengthening calculations take into account simply supported , continuous and 

cantilevered spans. 

 

 

 

The area located on the left comprises of the information 

concerning the project (name, element designation, 

remarks, editor and date), which will be included in the 

subsequent printout documents. 

The length of the text string to enter can be restricted due 

to this. 

  

 

 

Regardless of the type of strengthening selected, the 

calculation process is organized into successive stages, 

which are shown in the icons situated at the top of the 

screen. The type and quantity of stages vary as a function 

of the selected strengthening method and the data 

introduced by the user. 

Alternatively, the user can move forwards/backwards to 

different stages by clicking the button(s) shown on the 

bottom-right or bottom-left (“next” & “previous”). 

 

Throughout the calculation process, the user can 

open/save the corresponding project file by clicking on 

the Sika logo in the top-left corner. Alternatively, the 

small icon showing a floppy disk allows the instant saving 

of the file. 

 

Throughout the calculation process, some conditions may not meet the certain limitations and/or some logical 

parameters. 

This information will be shown in the main screen, as well as at the bottom: 
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This symbol indicates that the condition is not satisfied. However, the user is allowed to complete the 

calculation, and this situation will be indicated in the printout document. 

 
This symbol indicates that some critical or logical condition is not satisfied. The calculation cannot be done 

unless it is corrected. 

 

 

 

For certain drawings, this group of symbols will allow the user to zoom in/out 

the image and export them into common file formats (CAD, Bitmap, EMF, etc.) 
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3.4 COLUMN CONFINEMENT 

This module comprises of the calculation of the necessary FRP confinement for a rectangular or circular RC section 

subjected to axial or axial+bending forces. FRP jackets enhance the strength of the structural member in terms of 

improved peak load resistance and ductility. 

3.4.1 Cross section 

 

The characteristic compressive strength of the concrete 

(fck) must be defined by the user. This value can be 

declared either as based on cylinder or cube specimens. 

 If the cube strength is entered, the software proceeds to 

transform them into the equivalent cylinder strength 

according to Eurocode 2.  

Please note that the results provided in the calculation 

reports will correspond to cylinder strength. 

Additionally, the user can define the characteristic tensile 

strength of the concrete (derived from in-situ pull-off 

tests) 

 

The safety factors for concrete and steel (γc and γs) must 

be indicated by the user according to the Eurocode 2, in 

order to determine the design strength of the structural 

member. Additionally, the user can also modify the 

coefficient taking account of long term effects on the 

compressive strength (αcc default value=1) 

 

 

Under certain conditions, the software must evaluate the 

expected deformation of the steel and concrete. Under 

the following conditions, the influence of the creep effects 

must be taken in consideration:   

 Determination of the existing deformation of the 

member at the moment of strengthening. 

 Verification of serviceability limits under the 

quasi-permanent load combination. 

Due to this, the effective creep coefficient must be known  

(default value=2) 
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The drawings on the highlighted left part of the screen are 

used to select the cross-section of the member. 

The dimensions of the cross section are entered in the 

boxes situated below the selection drawings. 

The maximum aspect ratio for a rectangular cross section 

is limited to 2:1, following the recommendation from 

ACI440.2R. 

 

Finally, the main screen shows the final display of the 

cross section as defined by the user. 

 

3.4.2 Reinforcement 

 

For rectangular sections, the reinforcement is defined by 

the steel located in the corners. Additionally, intermediate 

steel bars can be displayed along the horizontal and 

vertical sides of the section.  

The type of steel can be indicated either by selecting one 

of the existing grades, or user-defined. 

Please note that concrete cover is not entered, but the 

“mechanical cover”, which is taken from the centroid of 

the reinforcement. 

 

For circular columns, the vertical bars are distributed 

homogeneously around the perimeter.  
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3.4.3 Loads 

 

Pure axial loads are requested as default. Optionally, the 

user can activate the options corresponding to “Bending 

Moment X / Y”, which allow entering additional bending 

moments acting in 1 or 2 different directions. 

If just “Axial load” is entered, some schematic drawings 

will be displayed on the main screen, indicating the 

three initial conditions that are being evaluated 

automatically by the software for the existing, 

unreinforced member. 

The information displayed on each figure indicates the 

different combinations of loads (declared by the user) to 

be examined. The figure at the bottom shows the 

max/min value to meet. 

 

The different combinations of loads are indicated on the 

left hand side of the screen, showing the default 

combination factors as indicated the Eurocode 2, Part 1-

1. 

 FRP reinforcement failure concerns the minimum 

necessary load to be assumed by the RC member if 

the FRP system is damaged. Please check section 

2.1.2 for additional information. 

 Anticipated loads indicate the design load to be 

expected after the FRP strengthening. 

 Serviceability Limit State shows the main 

combinations of service loads. 

 Fire situation indicates the load level  for a fire 

scenario. 

The combination factors for each case can be adjusted 

manually by the user if necessary. 

 

The first diagram (left) verifies if the existing member is 

able to support a minimum combination of the loads 

(indicated in the diagram) in the event of  the FRP 

becoming  damaged. The admissible load level is shown 

below. This condition must be fulfilled to continue with 

the calculation (refer to section 2.1.2 for additional 

information). 

The central diagram confirms the requested loads as 

entered by the user (top) exceed the strength of the 

existing, unreinforced member (bottom). This condition 

must be obviously verified to continue with the 

calculation. 

The right diagram verifies if the acting load in the event 

of fire can be initially carried by the unreinforced 

element (considering the unprotected FRP is damaged 

due to the high temperatures). Otherwise the software 

will allow the calculation, but the calculation report will 

remind the user the need for a FRP protection (refer to 

section 2.1.3 for additional information) 
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For a combination of axial load and bending moments, 

the software will display a 2D P-M interaction diagram 

showing the limit boundaries for the different situations 

as exposed below. 

The 3 previous verifications are indicated on the top 

area of the main screen. The corresponding interaction 

diagrams for each case can be switched by clicking the 

selection buttons beside the different checks on top. 

 

The user can zoom, pan and export the interaction 

diagrams into common formats (CAD, EMF, bitmap…) by 

clicking the different option buttons shown on the 

screen. 

 

3.4.4 Laminates 

 

The selection of the Sika® product range is obtained  by 

means of the drop down boxes displayed on the upper left 

corner. 

Additionally, some simplified information concerning the 

selected system and the determination of the safety 

factors for the FRP scheme is shown immediately below 

(refer to section 2.1.1). 

 

The calculation is done when the Calculator icon is clicked, 

showing the necessary number of plies (layers) 

corresponding to the selected SikaWrap® laminate. 

The option displayed on the left (Serviceability limits) will 

take automatically into account the limits concerning the 

stresses of the different materials (Refer to page 14 for 

additional information). 

Please note that, in some cases, it may be necessary to 

use high-density fabrics and/or a significant quantity of 

layers to meet this limitation. 

 If this option is disabled, the calculation will be based on 

the ultimate limit state of the member. However, the 

software will display a warning message indicating this 

fact. 
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The schematic drawing on the left shows the necessary 

number of SikaWrap® fabric layer. 

 

The main screen displays the stress-strain model 

corresponding to the un-confined and confined concrete. 

Axial strain is shown in the horizontal axis and the stress is 

displayed in the vertical axis. 

The figures displayed at the bottom indicate additional 

information regarding the most relevant parameters of 

the calculation. 

 

3.4.5 Section check 

 

This section allows the user to know the resulting stress-

strain states for the section under the combination of 

design (factored) loads or service loads. 

The information is displayed graphically and numerically 

on the main screen. 

 

In the case that axial loads and bending moments act 

simultaneously (eccentricity larger than 0.1h), the 

information concerning the performance of the 

strengthened member under design loads will be 

substituted by an interaction diagram. 
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The 2D option shows simultaneously the ultimate strength 

of the un-strengthened (dashed) and strengthened (solid 

red) members, as well as the most relevant points of the 

diagram (TR55, fig.34). The actual combination of design 

loads is shown in the same diagram as a cross symbol. 

 

The 3D option displays the ultimate strength of the 

strengthened member, as well as the position 

corresponding to the combination of design loads.  

The user can obtain information regarding different 

combinations of moments and axial loads by positioning 

the pointer in any of the vertex of the grid´s surface. 

The 3D model can be rotated and zoomed, as well as 

exported to diverse graphic formats. 

 

The tab designated as “equilibrium” shows the stress-

strain profile of the section under the combination of 

design loads. 

 

In the same way, the verification corresponding to the 

anticipated service loads shows the stress-strain profile of 

the strengthened section under these conditions. 
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3.4.6 Fire resistance 

 

The user can optionally verify the fire resistance of the 

member if the FRP strengthening is lost as a consequence 

of the high temperatures (refer to section 2.1.3 for 

additional information). This option is enabled by clicking 

the box located in the upper-left corner. 

 

The sides of the member exposed to fire can be defined by 

means of the selection fields situated in the left side of the 

screen. 

 

For the resulting combination of loads under a fire 

scenario, the software will automatically calculate the 

strength of the member at 30, 60, 90… minutes as a 2D, 

horizontal interaction diagram (this is: Mx-My diagram for 

the resulting  axial load). The load combination is 

represented as an “X” symbol. 

 

Additionally, by clicking the “Isotherms” tab, the 

isotherms distribution in the section throughout a fire 

scenario can be checked. 
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3.4.7 Printout 

 

Two different types of printout documents can be printed 

or exported. 

The summarized document includes short information 

about the initial state and necessary FRP reinforcement 

(type and quantity). 

The complete option additionally comprises of all the 

intermediate calculations and verifications. 

 

The icon situated on the upper-left corner allows 

previewing, printing, configuring and searching 

information throughout the document. 

 

The icon located on the upper-right corner enables to 

export the document into different formats, such as: 

 Text document. 

 PDF document 

 DOCX document 

 RTF document 

 HTML document. 
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3.5 FLEXURAL STRENGTHENING (SINGLE SECTION) 

3.5.1 Cross section 

 

The characteristic compressive strength of the concrete 

(fck) must be defined by the user. This value can be 

declared either as based on cylinder or cube specimens. 

 If the cube strength is entered, the software proceeds to 

transform them into the equivalent cylinder strength 

according to Eurocode 2.  

Please note that the results provided in the calculation 

reports will correspond to cylinder strength. 

Additionally, the user can define the characteristic tensile 

strength of the concrete (derived from in-situ pull-off 

tests) 

 

The safety factors for concrete and steel (γc and γs) must 

be indicated by the user according to the Eurocode 2, in 

order to determine the design strength of the structural 

member. Additionally, the user can also modify the 

coefficient taking account of long term effects on the 

compressive strength (αcc default value=1) 

 

 

The user can select one of the following basic shapes for 

the element: 

 Rectangular 

 Slab 

 T-beam 

 Inverted T-beam 

 Double-T beam 

The selection of “slab” determines the subsequent 

distribution of the steel bars and FRP laminates will be 

defined by its spacing instead of its quantity. 

 

The main dimensions of the section are entered in the 

boxes shown beneath the schemes. Additionally, chamfers 

can be displayed for certain shapes, providing the 

possibility of defining complex geometries. 
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The final section and its dimensions are shown on the 

main screen. 

 

Note that, by selecting a suitable geometry profile, the 

user can create parts of complex elements. 

 

3.5.2 Reinforcement 

 

The definition of the top and bottom steel bars is  

obtained individually for each layer, comprising of the 

following parameters: 

 Distance from the centroid to the concrete surface 

(mechanical cover). 

 Steel grade or yielding strength (user-defined) 

 Steel section, defined by number and diameter in the 

entire section. 

The quantity of steel layers is not restricted. 

Note that, in case of slabs, the steel bars are not defined 

by its quantity, but by  its spacing. 

 

 

Additionally, bonded prestressed steel can be defined. 

The user must verify the mechanical characteristics of the 

prestressing steel, and declare the effective stress in the 

steel at the moment of strengthening (fse), which typically 

corresponds to the original prestressing stress minus the 

prestressing losses until the moment of strengthening. 
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3.5.3 Loads 

 

The user must indicate if the member is statically 

determinate or indeterminate. 

 In case of a statically determinate member, the 

software will provide automatically the prestressing 

force and moment exerted by the prestressing. 

Additionally, solutions based on post-tensioned Sika® 

CarboStress® systems will be available for the 

calculation. 

Otherwise, the user must enter manually the effective 

force and moment in the section for a prestressed beam. 

Only FRP solutions based on bonded or NSM alternatives 

will be available in this case. 

 

FRP strengthening is feasible either for negative bending 

moment or positive bending moment. The kind of 

calculation must be chosen in the corresponding 

dropdown box. 

 

 The initial, unfactored loads expected at the moment 

of strengthening will mainly correspond to dead loads 

for most of the situations. 

 Permanent loads and Imposed loads correspond to 

the anticipated service loads (unfactored) to be 

assumed by the strengthened element. 

 

The different combinations of loads are indicated on the 

left hand side of the screen, showing the default 

combination factors as indicated the Eurocode 2, Part 1-1. 

 FRP reinforcement failure concerns the minimum 

necessary load to be assumed by the RC member in 

case the FRP system is damaged. Please check section 

2.1.2 for additional information. 

 Anticipated loads indicate the design load to be 

expected after the FRP strengthening. 

 Serviceability Limit State shows the main 

combinations of service loads. 

 Fire situation indicates the load level in  the event of 

a fire scenario. 

The combination factors for each case can be adjusted 

manually by the user if necessary. 
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The main screen displays the preliminary checks 

concerning the performance of the unstrengthened 

member when compared to the anticipated loads entered 

by the user. 

The first verification comprises the initial loads during 

strengthening. The software checks these forces do not 

exceed the initial strength of the un-strengthened 

element. This condition must be fulfilled to continue with 

the calculation 

 

The second verification checks if the existing member is 

able to support a minimum combination of the loads in 

case the FRP gets damaged. The admissible load level with 

respect to the anticipated load is shown. This condition 

must be fulfilled to continue with the calculation (refer to 

section 2.1.2 for additional information). 

 

 

The 3
rd

 scheme checks the requested loads exceed the 

strength of the existing, unreinforced member. This 

condition must be obviously verified to continue with the 

calculation. 

 

 

The last picture shows if the acting load in case of fire can 

be initially assumed by the un-strengthened element 

(considering that the unprotected FRP is damaged due to 

the high temperatures). Otherwise the software will allow 

the calculation, but the printout document will remind the 

need of protection for the FRP. 

Refer to section 2.1.3 for additional information. 

3.5.4  
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3.5.5 Laminates 

 

 

 

FRP main reinforcement: 

The user must select the type of FRP to be displayed in the 

tensioned faces of the element (main reinforcement). This 

face will correspond to the bottom surface in case of 

positive bending moments and the top surface for 

negative bending moments. 

The first selection comprises of the selection of the FRP 

display: 

 Externally bonded application 

 NSM (Near Surface Mounted) application, if locally 

available. 

 Post-tensioned CFRP (Sika® CarboStress) for statically 

determinate beams, if locally available. 

Once the selection is completed, the user is requested to 

select the FRP range (e.g. SikaWrap®, Sika CarboDur®, 

etc.) and the type of cross section to be used for the 

calculation.  

 

FRP lateral reinforcement: 

The second stage comprises of the option to display 

additional FRP laminates in alternative locations (e.g. both 

sides of the beam, perimeter of the flanges, etc.). The 

selection follows the same principle and steps, those used 

for the main reinforcement. 

 

The resulting factors for the selected FRP scheme are 

shown immediately below (refer to section 2.1.1). 
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The dimensioning of the FRP reinforcement can take into 

account the Serviceability stress limits by enabling the 

corresponding option (otherwise it will be based only on 

the Ultimate Limit State of the member).  

The calculation can be done in three different ways: 

1-Automatic calculation, by clicking the calculator icon. 

The software will automatically define the number of the 

necessary FRP laminates, by means of the cross-sections 

selected previously by the user. 

The software will determine the necessary number of 

laminates as “Main reinforcement”. If the main 

reinforcement is not enough to achieve the necessary 

strength, the software will automatically display additional 

FRP laminates as lateral reinforcement.  

 

2-Semi-Automatic calculation. By clicking the “paper list” 

icon, the software will show the different combinations of 

FRP sections to be displayed as “main reinforcement” that 

meet the requested strength. Those sections correspond 

to the Sika® product range selected by the user in the 

“main reinforcement” section. 

 

3-FRP arrangement defined by the user: the user can 

define manually the number and type of FRP laminates to 

be displayed.  

The locks shown beside the boxes are used to block the 

value for automatic calculation. If the lock is blocked, that 

variable will be maintained unalterable if using the 

“Automatic Calculation”, and the software will provide a 

valid solution taking into account this option. 

 

Finally, the main screen will show the necessary FRP 

arrangement as per the result of the calculation. 
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3.5.6 Section check 

 

This section allows the user to know the resulting stress-

strain states for the section under the combination of 

design (factored) loads or under service loads. 

 

 

The information is displayed graphically and numerically 

on the main screen. 

 

The graphic information can be moved, zoomed and 

exported to a different format by means of the icons 

displayed on the left corner. 

3.5.7 Fire resistance 

 

The user can optionally verify the fire resistance of the 

member if the FRP strengthening is lost as a consequence 

of the high temperatures (refer to section 2.1.3 for 

additional information). This option is enabled by clicking 

the box located in the upper-left corner. 
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The sides of the member exposed to fire can be defined by 

means of the selection fields situated in the left side of the 

screen. 

 

For the indicated section under a fire scenario, the 

software will automatically provide the anticipated loads 

and calculate the strength of the full member before the 

fire occurs, and throughout the fire situation.  

 

 

Additionally, by clicking the “Isotherms” tab, the 

isotherms distribution in the critical section throughout a 

fire scenario can be checked. 

 

3.5.8 Printout 

Refer to section 3.4.7 
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3.6 FLEXURAL  STRENGTHENING (STRUCTURAL MEMBER) 

3.6.1 Geometry 

 

The calculations will be carried out for one single span 

(principal). However, additional left& right spans can be 

defined in order to take into account the influence of the 

loads and moments displayed on them.   

This arrangement is done by selecting/unselecting the 

boxes located on the upper-left corner of the screen. 

Additionally, the lengths corresponding to the main and 

auxiliary spans must be declared. 

 

The second stage comprises the definition of the supports. 

 Free Joint (Cantilever) 

 Hinged Support 

 Rigid Joint 

The width corresponding to the supports at both sides of 

the principal span must be entered (in case they 

correspond to hinged joints) 

Please note the calculation of elements with prestressed 

steel and/or post-tensioned CFRP (Sika® CarboStress) is 

only allowed for simply-supported members comprising a 

single span. 

 

The arrangement of the un-factored dead and live loads 

along the element is done as follows: 

 Span: the user must select the span where the loads 

will be displayed. 

 Type of load 

-Distributed (for rectangular, triangular and trapezoidal 

distributions; initial and final sections and the loading 

should be defined) 

-Single load. Position and magnitude must be indicated. 

-Bending moment: Position and magnitude must be 

indicated. 

 

The initial, un-factored loads acting during strengthening 

must also be defined. 

The software provides a simplified option, which 

comprises of a percentage of the live and dead loads as 

defined by the user (0% live loads and 100% dead load as 

usual). 

Otherwise, the user must define manually the distribution 

and magnitude of the initial forces. 
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The schemes in the main screen display the arrangement 

of the loading as defined by the user, and are divided into: 

 Geometry 

 Initial loads(un-factored) 

 Dead loads (un-factored) 

 Live loads (un-factored) 

3.6.2 Cross section 

Refer to section 3.5.1 

3.6.3 Reinforcement 

 

The arrangement of the existing longitudinal steel 

reinforcement follows the same principles as the indicated 

in the section 3.4.2 

Unlike the steel definition for a single cross section, the 

user must declare the location and length of different 

steel bars, as well as its geometrical and mechanical 

values. 

Please note the steel is defined for the principal span, as 

the calculation of the existing strengths and the FRP 

reinforcement will not take into account the side spans, 

which must be evaluated independently if necessary. 

 

For elements based on simply supported beams 

comprising of a single span, the use of prestressed steel is 

allowed by the software. The user must indicate the 

effective stress level in the prestressing steel, which 

corresponds to the original prestressing stress minus the 

corresponding stress relaxation at the moment of 

strengthening. 

Please note that only bonded prestressing steel displayed 

horizontally along the span is valid for the calculation. 

 

One of the failure mechanisms of the FRP concerns the 
shear-crack-induced FRP separation (TR55, section 
6.3.3.B). Therefore, the capacity of the strengthened 
section to resist shear crack formation must be calculated, 
taking into account the contribution of the internal 
transverse steel. Due to this, the user must also declare 
the arrangement of the internal shear steel reinforcement  
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3.6.4 Forces 

 

The calculation of the necessary FRP will be based on the 

critical section under positive or negative bending 

moments, as automatically determined by software. 

The user can alternatively indicate a specific section for 

the calculation, and the FRP design will be calculated 

accordingly.  However, this will disallow the possibility to 

determine the global arrangement of the plates along the 

member (see “Bond Check” stage below), as the solution 

obtained will not provide the sufficient strengthening level 

for the critical sections.  

 

Once selected, the information concerning the anticipated 

bending moments acting in the selected section will be 

displayed. 

 

The different combinations of loads are indicated on the 

left hand side of the screen, showing the default 

combination factors as indicated the Eurocode 2, Part 1-1. 

 FRP reinforcement failure concerns the minimum 

necessary load to be assumed by the RC member if   

the FRP system is damaged. Please check section 

2.1.2 for additional information. 

 Anticipated loads indicate the design load to be 

expected after the FRP strengthening. 

 Serviceability Limit State shows the main 

combinations of service loads. 

 Fire situation indicates the load level in the event  of 

a fire scenario. 

The combination factors for each case can be adjusted 

manually by the user if necessary. 

 

The main screen displays the preliminary checks 

concerning the performance of the unstrengthened 

member when compared to the anticipated loads entered 

by the user. The user can toggle the diagram shown in the 

main screen by clicking the corresponding option. 

 The first verification comprises the initial loads during 

strengthening. The software verifies that those forces 

do not exceed the initial strength of the un-

strengthened element. This condition must be 

fulfilled in order to continue with the calculation. 

 The second condition verifies if the existing member 

is able to support a reduced combination of the loads 

entered by the user (refer to section 2.1.2). This 

condition must be fulfilled to continue with the 
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calculation. 

 The 3
rd

 verification checks the requested loads exceed 

the strength of the existing, unreinforced member. 

This condition must be obviously verified to continue 

with the calculation. 

 The last check shows if the acting load for fire can be 

initially assumed by the unreinforced element 

(considering the unprotected FRP is damaged due to 

the high temperatures). Otherwise the software will 

allow the calculation, but the printout document will 

remind the user of need for FRP protection. Refer to 

section 2.1.3 for additional information. 

 

The information concerning the bending diagram for each 

combination of forces is shown in the main screen as a 

green line.  

The value concerning the strength of the member under 

the different situations is shown as a red line.  

 

3.6.5 Laminates 

Refer to section 3.5.5 

3.6.6 Section check 

Refer to section 3.5.6 

3.6.7 Bond check 

 

 

The software determines the necessary arrangement of 

the FRP laminates along the member, according to TR55, 

sections 6.3 and 6.4. 

The different FRP laminates are shown schematically in 

the screen, showing its position and the necessary length. 

Please note  the calculation comprises of a single span; 

hence, in case of negative bending strengthening, the 

arrangement will only show the necessary length for the 

calculated span (the FRP laminate must be subsequently 

extended to the adjacent span or properly anchored). 
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The bending diagram on the main screen displays the 

distribution of the bending moments corresponding to the 

anticipated design loads, as well as the original strength of 

the un-strengthened member. 

The strength corresponding to the strengthened section is 

displayed on the text on the left, alongside additional 

information. 

 

A general overview of the strengthened section is 

displayed on the left. 

 

The verification concerning the shear-crack-induced FRP 
separation (TR55, section 6.3.3.B) may be displayed at the 
bottom. In case, transverse U-wrap FRP can be applied 
over the longitudinal FRP, extending up the side faces of 
the beam to anchor the longitudinal FRP in the anchorage 
region (check TR55, fig.26 for additional information). 

 

 

3.6.8 Fire resistance 

 

The user can optionally verify the fire resistance of the 

member if the FRP strengthening is lost as a consequence 

of the high temperatures (refer to section 2.1.3 for 

additional information). This option is enabled by clicking 

the box located in the upper-left corner. 
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The sides of the member exposed to fire can be defined by 

means of the selection fields situated in the left side of the 

screen. 

 

For the critical section under a fire scenario, the software 

will automatically provide the anticipated loads and 

calculate the strength of the full member before the fire 

occurs, and throughout the fire situation.  

 

 

Additionally, by clicking the “Isotherms” tab, the 

isotherms distribution in the critical section throughout a 

fire scenario can be checked. 

 

When the “Span” tab is selected, the software provides a 

full picture of the acting bending moments, as well as the 

different resistances of the member throughout a fire 

situation. 

 

3.6.9 Printout 

Refer to section 3.4.7 
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3.7 SHEAR STRENGTHENING (SINGLE SECTION) 

3.7.1 Cross section 

 

The characteristic compressive strength of the concrete 

(fck) must be defined by the user. This value can be 

declared either as based on cylinder or cube specimens. 

 If the cube strength is entered, the software proceeds to 

transform them into the equivalent cylinder strength 

according to Eurocode 2.  

Please note that the results provided in the calculation 

reports will correspond to cylinder strength. 

Additionally, the user can define the characteristic tensile 

strength of the concrete (derived from in-situ pull-off 

tests) 

 

The safety factors for concrete and steel (γc and γs) must 

be indicated by the user according to the Eurocode 2, in 

order to determine the design strength of the structural 

member. Additionally, the user can also modify the 

coefficient taking account of long term effects on the 

compressive strength (αcc default value=1) 

 

 

The diagrams on the left highlighted area are used to 

select the cross-section of the member. 

 Rectangular beams beneath slabs or any other 

element that blocks the access to the surface on top. 

 T-beams or rectangular beams casted in conjunction 

with the slab. 

 Rectangular beams. 

 

 

The main geometry of the beam is defined by means of 

the text boxes on the left. Note that the available height 

for the FRP may be restricted as a consequence of the 

existence of mortars or panels beneath the slab or the 

flanges. The geometry of the section will limit the possible 

FRP schemes to be used. 
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The internal shear reinforcement can be defined as a cross 

section or according to the distribution and geometry of 

the bars. 

 

The main screen displays the resulting geometry of the 

section to be used for the calculation. 

3.7.2 Loads 

 

The anticipated un-factored shear forces (permanent and 

imposed) are introduced in the text boxes shown on the 

upper-left corner. 

 

 

The different combinations of loads are indicated on the 

left hand side of the screen, showing the default 

combination factors as indicated the Eurocode 2, Part 1-1. 

 Anticipated loads indicate the resulting design load to 

be expected after the FRP strengthening. 

 FRP reinforcement failure concerns the minimum 

necessary load to be assumed by the RC member  if 

the CFRP system is damaged. Please check section 

2.1.2 for additional information. 

 Fire situation indicates the load level in  the event of 

a fire scenario. 

The combination factors for each case can be adjusted 

manually by the user if necessary. 
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The main screen displays the preliminary checks 

concerning the performance of the unstrengthened 

member when compared to the anticipated loads entered 

by the user. 

The requested strength must exceed the strength of the 

existing, unreinforced member. This condition must be 

obviously verified to continue with the calculation. 

 

The second verification checks if the existing member is 

able to support a minimum combination of the loads in 

case the FRP gets damaged. The admissible load level with 

respect to the anticipated load is shown. This condition 

must be fulfilled to continue with the calculation (refer to 

section 2.1.2 for additional information). 

 

 

The last diagram shows if the acting load in the event of 

fire can be initially assumed by the un-strengthened 

element (considering that the unprotected FRP is 

damaged due to the high temperatures). Otherwise the 

software will allow the calculation, but the printout 

document will remind the need of protection for the FRP. 

Refer to section 2.1.3 for additional information. 
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3.7.3 Laminates 

 

The possible FRP schemes are indicated in the upper-left 

corner of the screen 

The user must define the FRP wrapping scheme to be 

used in the calculation (refer to section 2.3 for additional 

information). 

The available schemes are: 

 Full Wrapping (SikaWrap® fabrics), in those cases 

where the 4 sides of a rectangular beam are 

accessible. 

 U-Wrapping (SikaWrap® fabrics), valid for all the 

geometries. 

 2-sided configuration (SikaWrap® fabrics or 

CarboDur® plates), valid for all the geometries. 

 CarboShear® L plates (when locally available), 

displayed on one or 2 sides, valid for T-beams with a 

slab/flange height exceeding 100mm. 

 NSM profiles mounted in slots (when locally 

available). Note that the calculation of this 

configuration may not be possible in case of beams 

with reduced height. 

 

The Sika® range and the corresponding product to use 

are determined by the user in the corresponding 

dropdown boxes. 

Note that the certain product ranges are available for a 

limited number of FRP configurations. 

 

Additionally, the user can define the FRP arrangement 

for the selected laminate, defining the following values: 

 Continuous wrapping/discrete strips and number of 

layers in case of using SikaWrap® wrapping. 

 Angle of the FRP strip (only for 2-sided SikaWrap® or 

CarboDur® plates configuration). 

 Horizontal center-to-center spacing for all the cases. 
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The automatic calculation of the FRP (calculator icon) 

will take into account the selected FRP scheme, the kind 

of FRP laminate and strips configuration (discrete strips 

or full wrapping). 

Additionally, the automatic calculation will respect those 

additional parameters blocked by the user (locks) and 

the angle introduced by the user in a 2-sided SikaWrap® 

configuration. 

 

The software displays auxiliary drawings in order to 

support the user´s selection: 

 3D model on the left. 

 2D scheme on the right. 

 

 

The resulting factors for the selected FRP scheme are 

shown immediately below (refer to section 2.1.1). 

 

Finally, the FRP contribution to the strengthening will be 

displayed alongside the strengths corresponding to the 

existing steel reinforcement. 

The total strength of the un-strengthened and 

strengthened members, as well as the anticipated design 

forces for the section are shown. 

Refer to section 2.3 for additional information. 
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3.7.4 Fire resistance 

 

The user can optionally verify the fire resistance of the 

member if the FRP strengthening is lost as a consequence 

of the high temperatures (refer to section 2.1.3 for 

additional information). This option is enabled by clicking 

the box located in the upper-left corner. 

 

The sides of the member exposed to fire can be defined by 

means of the selection fields situated in the left side of the 

screen. 

 

For the indicated section under a fire scenario, the 

software will automatically provide the anticipated loads 

and calculate the strength of the full member before the 

fire occurs, and throughout the fire situation.  

 

 

3.7.5 Printout 

Refer to section 3.4.7 

 

3.8 SHEAR STRENGTHENING (STRUCTURAL MEMBER) 

3.8.1 Geometry 

Refer to section 3.6.1. 

3.8.2 Cross section 

The definition of the cross section of the member follows the same principles as explained in section 3.7.13.7.1, 

with the following additional considerations: 
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The transverse steel reinforcement must be defined for 

the whole span. Due to this, the user can enter different 

steel configurations (spacing, diameter, angle, steel 

grade…) for different segments of the span. 

 

The resulting distribution will be displayed in the main 

screen on the right. 

 

3.8.3 Forces 

 

The calculation of the necessary FRP will be based on the 

critical section under shear forces, as automatically 

determined by the software. 

The user can alternatively indicate a specific section for 

the calculation. However, this will disallow the 

possibility to determine automatically the arrangement 

of the FRP strips along the member, as the solution 

obtained may not provide the sufficient strengthening 

level for the critical sections. 

 

Once selected, the information concerning the 

anticipated loads in the section will be displayed. 
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The different combinations of loads are indicated on the 

left hand side of the screen, showing the default 

combination factors as indicated the Eurocode 2, Part 1-

1. 

 Anticipated loads indicate the resulting design load 

to be expected after the FRP strengthening. 

 FRP reinforcement failure concerns the minimum 

necessary load to be assumed by the RC member  if 

the FRP system is damaged. Please check section 

2.1.2 for additional information. 

 Fire situation indicates the load level in  the event 

of a fire scenario. 

The combination factors for each case can be adjusted 

manually by the user if necessary. 

 

The main screen displays the preliminary checks 

concerning the performance of the unstrengthened 

member when compared to the resulting loads in each 

case. The user can toggle the diagram shown in the main 

screen by clicking the corresponding option. 

 The first condition verifies that the requested 

strength exceeds the strength of the existing, 

unreinforced member. This condition must be 

obviously verified to continue with the calculation. 

 The second option verifies the shear force can be 

sustained by the member, limited by the inclined 

compression failure of the concrete (Clause 6.2.3 of 

Eurocode 2, Part 1-1). 

 The third check evaluates if the existing member is 

able to support a reduced combination of the loads 

entered by the user as indicated in section 2.1.2. 

This condition must be fulfilled to continue with the 

calculation. 

 The last option shows if the acting load in  the event 

of fire can be carried by the unreinforced element 

(considering that the unprotected FRP is damaged 

due to high temperatures). Otherwise the software 

will allow the calculation, but the calculation report 

will remind the user the need for FRP protection. 

Refer to section 2.1.3 for additional information. 

 

The information concerning the shear diagram for each 

combination of forces is shown in the main screen.  

The value concerning the strength of the member under 

different situations is shown in a red line. 
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3.8.4 Laminates 

The arrangement and calculation of the FRP strips follow the criteria shown in section 3.7.3. Note the following 

differences: 

 

The software determines the necessary arrangement of 

the FRP laminates according to the expected loads and the 

strength of the original element. 

The different FRP laminates are shown schematically in 

the screen, showing its position and configuration. 

 

 

The shear diagram on the main screen displays the shear 

forces distribution corresponding to the anticipated 

design loads, as well as the original strength of the un-

strengthened member. 

The additional FRP contribution to shear strength is 

indicated in a blue line. 

Auxiliary numerical information is also displayed. 

3.8.5 Fire resistance 

 

The user can optionally verify the fire resistance of the 

member if the FRP strengthening is lost as a consequence 

of the high temperatures (refer to section 2.1.3 for 

additional information). This option is enabled by clicking 

the box located in the upper-left corner. 

 

The sides of the member exposed to fire can be defined by 

means of the selection fields situated in the left side of the 

screen. 
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For the critical section under a fire scenario, the software 

will automatically provide the anticipated loads and 

calculate the strength of the full member before the fire 

occurs, and throughout the fire situation.  

 

 

When the “Span” tab is selected, the software provides a 

full picture of the acting bending moments, as well as the 

different resistances of the member throughout a fire 

situation. 

 

 

3.8.6 Printout 

Refer to section 3.4.7 
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LEGAL NOTE 

 

This software application is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties. The software 

application is licensed, not sold. 

THIS SOFTWARE APPLICATION AND THE RESULTS DERIVED FROM ITS UTILIZATION ARE INTENDED ONLY FOR USE 

BY PROFESSIONAL USERS WITH EXPERT KNOWLEDGE IN THE AREA OF THE INTENDED APPLICATION. USERS MUST 

INDEPENDENTLY VERIFY THE RESULTS BEFORE ANY USE AND TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE SITE AND APPLICATION 

CONDITIONS, PRODUCT DATA SHEET AND PRODUCT LITERATURE, TECHNICAL STATE OF THE ART AS WELL AS 

LOCAL APPLICABLE STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS. 

With respect to the software application and results derived from its use, SIKA MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF 

ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE 

APPLICATION IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS-IS” BASIS AND SIKA EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES WITH 

RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE APPLICATION AND RESULTS DERIVED FROM ITS USE. 

Sika shall not be liable for any consequential, punitive, incidental, exemplary, or special damages (including but not 

limited to loss of business opportunity or loss of profit) arising out of the evaluation or use of the software 

application and results derived from its use. 

The information, and, in particular, the recommendations relating to the application and end-use of Sika products, 

are given in good faith based on Sika's current knowledge and experience of the products when properly stored, 

handled and applied under normal conditions in accordance with Sika’s recommendations. In practice, the 

differences in materials, substrates and actual site conditions are such that no warranty in respect of 

merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose, nor any liability arising out of any legal relationship 

whatsoever, can be inferred either from this information, or from any written recommendations, or from any 

other advice offered. The user of the product must test the product’s suitability for the intended application and 

purpose. Sika reserves the right to change the properties of its products. The proprietary rights of third parties 

must be observed. All orders are accepted subject to our current terms of sale and delivery. Users must always 

refer to the most recent issue of the local Product Data Sheet for the product concerned, copies of which will be 

supplied on request. 

This License shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the material laws of Switzerland. 

The non-mandatory conflict of law’s provisions shall be excluded. Exclusive forum shall be the courts of Zürich, 

Switzerland. 

Privacy Policy: 

Upon the first activation and on the occasion of any future software update or change of the relevant user 

information, this software application will collect, store and transmit to Sika the registration information submitted 

by you. 

Processing of personal data shall be done for purposes of managing the licensing of the software application only. 

Additionally, in some instances, we may also use personal data to send users information regarding upgrades, 

enhancements or surveys concerning the software application. 

Sika strictly protects the security of your personal data. You may change and modify your personal data at any 

time. Sika deletes personal data when all purposes of the personal-data processing have been fulfilled. 

Sika®, Sikadur®, CarboDur® and SikaWrap® are registered trademarks of Sika AG. 

All other products and brand names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.  
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